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Pre-tax net tangible assets4

$1.757
Company7 performance p.a.
(since inception)

-2.5%
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Spheria Asset Management Pty Limited

ASX Code

SEC

Share price

$1.33

Inception date

30 November 2017

Listing date

5 December 2017

Benchmark

S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index

Management Fee

1.00% (plus GST) per annum1

Performance Fee

20% (plus GST) of the Portfolio’s outperformance2

Market Capitalisation

$83m

1
2

calculated daily and paid at the end of each month in arrears
against the Benchmark over each 6-month period subject to a high-water mark mechanism

Commentary
The Company’s pre-tax NTA increased 7.2% in May, the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation
Index increased 10.6%.
Markets were again strong in May following on the back of a strong rise in April. Two key reasons
appear to be driving this, the first is that the general fear around Covid 19 appears to be abating.
Many countries have fortunately, dramatically slowed down infection and death rates from the
virus. There is optimism surrounding the re-opening or partial re-opening of many economies. This
economic slowdown was, after all, a self-induced economic coma of sorts. The second reason has
been the massive economic stimulus supplied by governments in the form of job subsidies and tax
forbearance as well as the prodigious amounts of Central Bank liquidity. Governments, no longer
hamstrung by the Gold Standard (abolished in the US in 1971), can figuratively speaking ‘print
money’. The excess money supply introduced by Central Banks has typically resulted in inflation
(or devaluation of cash dollars) due to there being a lot more of them for the same sized economy.
The concept of paper money not backed by anything real other than a Government’s promise to
back their currency is called “Fiat” money but bears no relation to the eponymous Italian car
company.
Whilst many market commentators have discussed the large amounts of additional liquidity being
provided by the US Fed, the Reserve Bank of Australia has actually been increasing the Supply of
M1 (the measure of cash or highly liquid assets in the economy) at faster rates. The Australian M1
supply above having grown at 12% compound since 2000 vs. 8% in the US over the same time
frame. Over the past year to the end of April 2020 the money supply in Australia is up a whopping
37%. The policy driving this increase in liquidity is aimed at restoring market confidence
remembering that the key driver behind the GFC was a lack of confidence in the banking system.
Whilst the positive outcomes related to this are designed to keep the wheels of the economy
turning (or restarting) the negative outcomes are likely to see a continued debasement in the value
of cash or the resumption of inflation.
The Australian sharemarket has seen a plethora of capital raisings over the past 6-8 weeks with
many boards now having shored up their company’s balance sheets sufficiently to withstand a
lengthy economic slowdown. The irony of course being that the slowdown may well be less
pronounced than many had feared. Nonetheless with companies in reasonable shape and the
prospect of a broadly re-opening economy valuation seem to be coming back to the fore. We
would anticipate a resurgence of corporate and Private Equity activity in small caps with both
looking to put abundant liquidity and low interest rates to work in a market with relatively attractive
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With capital raisings still being a prominent feature of the market in May we participated in several
names where we had an existing shareholding. These included Breville Group (BRG.ASX),
Blackmores (BKL.ASX) and we initiated a position in Charter Hall Social Infrastructure (CQE.ASX).
Breville Group raised around $101m during May despite reporting extremely robust trading over
the Covid 19 closure period. BRG appears to have continued to trade well through the shutdown
period as consumers purchase small home appliances. March and April revenues rose 24.9% and
20.9% respectively as consumers continued to turn to Breville appliances. Despite the net cash
balance sheet, management took the view it would be prudent to raise capital to pre-empt any
potential working capital outflows over their typically working capital intensive Christmas period at
the end of the year.
CQE is a property trust with a portfolio of 391 childcare centres and a development pipeline of
approximately 30 new centres across Australia/ New Zealand. CQE raised approximately $115m
via a placement to de-gear their balance sheet and put them in a position to potentially acquire
sites at more attractive prices. CQE has the attraction of a long lease profile and triple net leases
which exposes the REIT to less maintenance capex than many in the REIT space.
Blackmores (BKL.ASX) announced a $92m institutional raise with a follow up SPP of up to $25m
towards the end of May. The primary reason for the raise was to take pressure off the group due
their geared balance sheet but also to provide capital for the continue re-investment in brand
building across China and the rest of Asia. Blackmores has successfully established the brand in
South East Asia over 25 years and is gaining substantial traction in markets like Indonesia.
Major contributors to performance over the month included City Chic (CCS), Breville (BRG), Beacon
Lighting (BLX) and Superloop (SLC) These stocks continued their recovery over May post the selloff in March. Superloop is benefitting from increased data demand and a much greater focus on
cash flow generation with a moderating capex profile. Detractors to performance were a few
names in the gold space which we don’t own including Saracen (SAR), Regis Resoures (RRL) and
Village Roadshow (VRL – owned) which declined 10% over the month on the back of a revised
takeover offer from BGH.
Continued on the next page…
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Outlook
The market has performed strongly from the bottom which was reached on the 23rd of March this
year. There are a few reasons for the market’s strong recovery, and we believe the prospects for a
reasonable economic recovery are real, albeit we would not be surprised to see it occur in a nonlinear fashion. Whilst high growth concept stocks particularly in the fintech space have led the
recovery so far, there remains the prospect of a strong rotation into cyclical sectors which offer far
greater relative valuation appeal. Sectors which include building materials, consumer discretionary
and media. The re-emergence of private equity and corporates on the acquisition path is also
likely. With our focus on strongly cash generative businesses with modest gearing we should be
the beneficiary of some of this activity looking forward.
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Top 10 Holdings

Market Cap Bands

Company Name

% Portfolio

Adbri Limited

4.4

Class Limited

4.3

City Chic Collective

4.1

Breville Group Ltd

3.9

Sims Limited

3.8

Ht&E Limited

3.6

Bega Cheese Ltd

3.6

Fletcher Building

3.5

Blackmores Limited

3.3

Monadelphous Group

3.3

Asaleo Care Limited

3.3

Top 10

Cash

2.3%

$1000m-

46.3%

$500-$1000m

5.5%

$250-$500m

41.1

19.0%

$0-$250m

26.8%

Source: Spheria Asset Management

Source: Spheria Asset Management

Net Tangible Assets (NTA)3
Pre-tax NTA4

$1.757

Post-tax NTA5

$1.884

NTA calculations exclude Deferred Tax Assets relating to
capitalised issue cost related balances and income tax losses
4 Pre-tax NTA includes tax on realised gains/losses and other
earnings, but excludes any provisions for tax on unrealised
gains/losses
5 Post-tax NTA includes tax on realised and unrealised
gains/losses and other earnings
3

Performance as at 31st May 2020
Company7
Benchmark8

1m

6m

1yr

2yr
p.a.

Inception
p.a.6

7.2%
10.6%

-15.1%
-7.7%

-12.7%
-2.9%

-5.3%
-0.5%

-2.5%
2.2%

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
6 Inception date is 30th November 2017
7 Calculated as movement in Company’s pre-tax NTA (which includes
tax on realised gains/losses and other earnings, but excludes any
provision for tax on unrealised gains/losses), assuming the reinvestment of any dividends paid by the company
8 Benchmark is the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index

Disclaimer
Spheria Asset Management Pty Ltd ABN 42 611 081 326, (‘Spheria’), the Corporate Authorised Representative 1240979 of Pinnacle
Investment Management Limited (AFSL 322140), is the investment manager of Spheria Emerging Companies Limited ABN 84 621 402 588
(‘SEC’ or the ‘Company’). While SEC and Spheria believe the information contained in this communication is based on reliable information,
no warranty is given as to its accuracy and persons relying on this information do so at their own risk. Subject to any liability which cannot
be excluded under the relevant laws, Spheria and SEC disclaim all liability to any person relying on the information contained in this
communication in respect of any loss or damage (including consequential loss or damage), however caused, which may be suffered or
arise directly or indirectly in respect of such information. Any opinions and forecasts reflect the judgment and assumptions of Spheria
and its representatives on the basis of information at the date of publication and may later change without notice. Disclosure contained in
this communication is for general information only and was prepared for multiple distribution. The information is not intended as a
securities recommendation or statement of opinion intended to influence a person or persons in making a decision in relation to
investment. The information in this communication has been prepared without taking account of any person’s objectives, financial
situation or needs. Persons considering action on the basis of information in this communication are to contact their financial adviser for
individual advice in the light of their particular circumstances. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Unless
otherwise specified, all amounts are in Australian Dollars (AUD). Unauthorised use, copying, distribution, replication, posting, transmitting,
publication, display, or reproduction in whole or in part of the information contained in this communication is prohibited without obtaining
prior written permission from SEC and Spheria.
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